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Multimedia Database Retrieval:: A Human-Centered Approach (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
Multimedia Database Retrieval: A Human-Centered Approach presents the latest development in user-centered methods and the state-of-the-art in visual media retrieval.  It includes discussion on perceptually inspired non-linear paradigm in user-controlled interactive retrieval (UCIR) systems. It also features a coherent approach...
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3ds Max 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A favorite of 3ds Max artists from beginners to pros!

Why is 3ds Max Bible a perennial bestselling favorite? Because whether  you're a beginner looking for a tutorial to get you up to speed on your first  day or an expert needing a reference to Max's advanced features, it's all here.  Loaded with advice, professional tips, and...
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Troubleshooting Campus Networks: Practical Analysis of Cisco and LAN ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essential information on the successful troubleshooting of complex campus networks
   
   Just as a used car can seem to be in good condition to an inexperienced consumer, a network can also feign an appearance that all is running smoothly to the unskilled user. Upon closer examination, though, a true expert can discern when a network is...
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Coding4Fun: 10 .NET Programming Projects for Wiimote, YouTube, World of Warcraft, and MoreO'Reilly, 2008

	
		How would you like to build an Xbox game, use your Nintendo Wiimote to create an electronic whiteboard, or build your own peer-to-peer application? Coding4Fun helps you tackle some cool software and hardware projects using a range of languages and free Microsoft software. Now you can code for fun with C#, VB, ASP.NET, WPF,...
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Founders at Work: Stories of Startups' Early DaysApress, 2007
Apparently sprinters reach their highest speed right out of the blocks, and spend the rest of the race slowing down. The winners slow down the least. It’s that way with most startups too. The earliest phase is usually the most productive. That’s when they have the really big ideas. Imagine what Apple was like when 100% of its employees...
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What We Could Have Done With the Money: 50 Ways to Spend the Trillion Dollars We've Spent on IraqHyperion, 2008
The war in Iraq is not only controversial, it's also astronomically expensive. Now Rob Simpson answers the question many concerned Americans have been asking: Wasn't there some other way the government could have spent one trillion of our tax dollars?
What We Could Have Done with the Money presents 50 thought-provoking spending...
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The Digital Photography Book, Volume 3Peachpit Press, 2009

	I know what you’re thinking: “If this is Part 2, where is Part 1?” Well, Part 1 is actually Chapter One back in volume 2. “Wait a darn minute—you’re pulling that old ‘bait and switch’ scam, right?” No, a bait-and-switch scam is where you see an advertisement for a washer and dryer for a...
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Credit and Community: Working-Class Debt in the UK since 1880Oxford University Press, 2009
Credit's centrality to the current economic crisis makes the publication of Sean O'Connell's social history of working-class credit consumption particularly timely. Although the credit crunch came too late to be included in this book, the portrait of a complex relationship between lenders and borrowers over the past 120 years should be required...
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Pro ADO.NET 2.0Apress, 2005
Mission control to reader . . . you are now nearing the ADO.NET planet in the .NET
solar system of the Microsoft technology galaxy.Make sure no architectural mistake alien eats
you up for dinner . . .

Learning any new topic is like approaching a new planet. As you approach the planet
from a distance, you first identify its...
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American Bar Association Family Legal GuideCrown, 1994
The American Bar Association Family Legal Guide offers the most comprehensive, useful, and authoritative information available on how the law affects individuals at home, at work, and at play. This practical guide will help consumers steer clear of many legal pitfalls and will guide readers to a better understanding of their rights and...
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Beginning SharePoint 2010 Administration: Windows SharePoint Foundation 2010 and Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010Wrox Press, 2010

	BECAUSE YOU ARE READING THIS, I assume that you share my interest for Microsoft SharePoint. In
	my case it is more than an interest, it is a passion! For more than 30 years, I have been working with
	computers, from assembler programming to complex software solutions. For more than 10 years my
	whole world was e - mail (my personal car...
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GPRS NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
GPRS is principally an overlay network for existing GSM networks which enables all the benefits of packet switched networks to be available to mobile devices. Due to the delay in 3G rollout, operators worldwide are increasingly implementing services based on GPRS, once seen by many as simply a stepping-stone between GSM and UMTS.  If you are...
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